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Paramedics respond to the poisoning of former Russian intelligence officer Sergei Skripal and his
daughter Yulia in Salisbury, Britain, 2018. Peter Nicholls / Reuters

At least four prominent Kremlin critics outside of Russia have experienced symptoms of
poisoning or faced surveillance over the past year, according to a report by the investigative
outlet Agentstvo published Tuesday. 

Among those affected in the cases examined by Agentstvo include foreign journalists, Russian
opposition activists, and even a former U.S. ambassador. 

One suspected poisoning victim is Natalya Arno, head of the Free Russia Foundation. Arno's
acquaintances said that she began showing symptoms of poisoning during a trip to Prague in
early May.

Before flying to Prague, Arno had attended an event in Germany organized by exiled Russian
businessman and Kremlin critic Mikhail Khodorkovsky, where an unnamed journalist also
experienced symptoms consistent with poisoning, according to Agentstvo.

https://t.me/agentstvonews/3173


Related article: RT Chief Suggests Russian Involvement in Skripal Poisonings

After returning from her trip to the United States — where she has lived for the past several
years — Arno sought medical treatment and even contacted the FBI, which allegedly launched
an investigation into the incident. 

Sources told Agentstvo that the suspected poisoning case involving Arno and the unnamed
journalist bore similarities to an incident involving John Herbst, the former U.S. ambassador
to Ukraine and now senior director of the Atlantic Council’s Eurasia Center, a few months
before Russia launched its invasion of Ukraine last year. 

Meanwhile, acquaintances of Bulgarian journalist Christo Grozev, one of the lead
investigators at the Bellingcat investigative outlet, told journalists that his hotel room in
Montenegro was broken into during a conference last summer.

Grozev said that his phone was missing from the room following the break-in, but declined to
offer further details.

The cases suggest that Russian security services, which have been blamed for a number of
suspected poisoning attacks against Kremlin critics, are likely still operating beyond Russia's
borders, despite the country's growing isolation from the West.
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